District 1
John Hinzmann | R/W | john.hinzmann@state.mn.us
Kevin Sutherland | Surveys | kevin.sutherland@state.mn.us

Golden Valley/Oakdale Offices
Joe Hamlin | Surveys Manager | joe.hamlin@state.mn.us
Mike Nelson | Surveys/Location |
michael.d.nelson@state.mn.us

Travis Shorter | Surveys/Construction |

District 2
Josh Dickerson | Land Mgmt. | joshua.dickerson@state.mn.us
Denise Watkins | R/W | denise.watkins@state.mn.us
Rod Gunderson | Surveys | rod.gunderson@state.mn.us

District 3
Kevin Schmidt | R/W | kevin.schmidt@state.mn.us
Kevin Metz | Surveys | kevin.metz@state.mn.us

District 4
Jeremy Flatau | R/W | jeremy.flatau@state.mn.us
Jeremy Erickson | Surveys | jeremy.erickson@state.mn.us

District 6
Brian Veronen | R/W | brian.veronen@state.mn.us
Jordan Kurth | Surveys | jordan.kurth@state.mn.us

District 7
T. J. Thill | Land Mgmt. | tj.thill@state.mn.us
Chris Babcock| Surveys | chris.babcock@state.mn.us

District 8
Matt Schlagel | Land Mgmt. | matt.schlagel@state.mn.us
Pat Jaeger | R/W | p at . j a e g e r@ s ta te . m n . us
Mark Mortenson| Surveys | mark.mortenson@state.mn.us

travis.shorter@state.mn.us

Office of Land Management
Joseph Pignato| Director | joseph.pignato@state.mn.us

Surveying and Mapping

Survey and
Land Management

Geoff Bitner | Assistant Director |
geoffrey.bitner@state.mn.us

Cory Arlt | Automation | corwyn.arlt@state.mn.us
John Barke | Geodetics | john.barke@state.mn.us
Jason Bongard | Platting | jason.bongard@state.mn.us
Jose Aguilar | R/W Mapping | jose.aguilar@state.mn.us
Adam Smith | Photogrammetric| adam.smith@state.mn.us

Real Estate and Policy Development
Julie Groetsch | Assistant Director |
julie.groetsch@state.mn.us

Suzanne Hanrahan | Project Coordination |
suzanne.hanrahan@state.mn.us

Office of Transportation System Management
Jeff Saholt | GIS Mapping Section | jeff.saholt@state.mn.us
Peter Morey | GIS Basemap | peter.morey@state.mn.us
WEB REFERENCES
MnDOT Office Of Land Management
mndot.gov/landmanagement

Final R/W maps

mndot.gov/surveying/mapping.html

Waters Edge Building
Becky Parzyck | R/W | rebecca.parzyck@state.mn.us
Josh DeLeeuw | R/W | joshua.deleeuw@state.mn.us

Geodetic/survey Data

mndot.gov/surveying/geodetics

Other MnDOT maps (including basemap)
mndot.gov/maps

mndot.gov

Data about parcel ownership is required for transportation right-of-way acquisition and
other state land management purposes. In an effort to modernize land records across the
state, particularly parcel maps that cover the state, MnDOT and other groups in Minnesota
are creating digital land databases.
MnDOT provides the following products, services, and contacts to help foster the exchange
of digital (graphical) parcel information.

Parcel related information available:

Geodetic survey control

A database of statewide information on permanent
geodetic control marks of horizontal and vertical
positions for use in surveying, mapping, and GIS/LIS
activities.

Field survey data

2
Right-of-way plats

1

Recorded documents depicting proposed
right-of-way acquisition that delineate boundaries,
monumentation and related right-of-way parcel data.

3

4

MnDOT’s District Survey Offices maintain field
survey data on boundary, centerline, and right-of-way
location and associated monumentation activities.

Final right-of-way maps
Maps that graphically display information pertaining
to the final boundary and right-of-way extents
following completion of a road project.

8
7

6

Land available: landsales.mn.dot@state.mn.us

Parcel file data
A collection of important documents relating to
and supporting acquisition of the parcel.
Certificate of surveys, appraisal data, attorney’s
certificate of title, instruments of conveyance, well
information, photographs, parcel sketch and field
title reports are just a few of the potential items
found in these files.

State of M innesota B asemap
A map derived from the digitized “skeletal quad”
files (1:24000 scale) and frequently used for GIS
planning purposes.

Corporate boundary maps
Maps that show detailed municipal corporate
boundary information. Current state, county, and
municipal street maps; metropolitan area maps; and
other low resolution base mapping that may be
required for use in GIS/LIS, GPS and planning and
programming activities are also available.

These maps and related documents are in a variety of formats, including paper, scanned images, CAD files
and GIS datasets. All are available to potentially assist in your effort to modernize your land record system.

